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Fig. 1. Needle navigation aid visualized using different display techniques. a) Video see-through visualization on a stationary tablet
computer. b) Visualization displayed by an optical see-through head-mounted display. c) Spatial augmented reality visualization directly
projected onto a phantom. d) Visualization shown on a monitor.
Abstract—Augmented reality (AR) may be a useful technique to overcome issues of conventionally used navigation systems supporting
medical needle insertions, like increased mental workload and complicated hand-eye coordination. Previous research primarily focused
on the development of AR navigation systems designed for specific displaying devices, but differences between employed methods have
not been investigated before. To this end, a user study involving a needle insertion task was conducted comparing different AR display
techniques with a monitor-based approach as baseline condition for the visualization of navigation information. A video see-through
stationary display, an optical see-through head-mounted display and a spatial AR projector-camera-system were investigated in this
comparison. Results suggest advantages of using projected navigation information in terms of lower task completion time, lower
angular deviation and affirmative subjective participant feedback. Techniques requiring the intermediate view on screens, i.e. the
stationary display and the baseline condition, showed less favorable results. Thus, benefits of providing AR navigation information
compared to a conventionally used method could be identified. Significant objective measures results, as well as an identification of
advantages and disadvantages of individual display techniques contribute to the development and design of improved needle navigation
systems.
Index Terms—Medical augmented reality, display techniques, surgical navigation systems, needle guidance, visuospatial task

1

I NTRODUCTION

Compared to open surgery, minimally invasive interventions do not
require the patient to be opened, which results in beneﬁts like reduced
risk of infections and less damage to healthy tissue [7, 30]. Instead,
image guidance methods like radiological imaging are employed to
compensate for missing visual and haptic feedback [43]. Treatments
like tumor ablations or tissue biopsies require the precise insertion of
needle-shaped instruments. Surgical navigation systems have been
developed to further support performing interventionists [40]. By
providing visualizations guiding the needle insertion process, these
systems were shown to reduce the procedure time and the number of
needed imaging scans, as well as to improve targeting accuracy [32,36].
Guidance information of conventional navigation systems is usually
displayed on external monitors. Frequently consulting these screens
interrupts the interventionalist’s attention to the patient and increases
time pressure and mental workload [33]. Additionally, the spatial separation of needed visual information and the intervention site results
in a complicated hand-eye-coordination [5, 11]. In previous work, the
concept of augmented reality (AR) was applied to surgical navigation
systems to mitigate these issues by directly superimposing the view on
the patient with needed information [14].
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Such systems were developed based on different display techniques.
In the literature, these techniques are either classiﬁed by their augmentation type, i.e. video see-through (VST), optical see-through (OST) and
spatial AR [39], or their display device type, i.e. head-mounted displays
(HMD), handheld devices and projector-camera-systems [28, 38]. The
terms spatial AR and projector-based AR are often used synonymously.
However, spatial AR is also used to describe VST or OST stationary displays [8]. AR navigation systems have been developed ﬁtting into each
of these categories. Das et al. [10] and Wacker et al. [46] described VST
HMD navigation systems. Suitable visualizations were superimposed
on camera views and displayed by head-worn stereoscopic displays.
Both works were evaluated by measuring the accuracy of guided needle
insertions in radiological images. Bork et al. [4] and Seitel et al. [44]
developed VST navigation systems displaying a camera view on the
intervention site on a stationary monitor. Images were augmented with
visualizations guiding the insertion process. Needle insertion accuracies were measured to assess both systems’ efﬁcacy. Hecht et al. [18]
applied VST techniques to a handheld smartphone device by superimposing the internal camera view with needle alignment information.
They compared their approach with a standard CT-guided method (i.e.
without navigation system) and reported favorable results for the AR
solution. Most of related work investigating OST AR navigation systems used HMDs to visualize guidance information within the view of
the user [1, 15, 20]. These systems were positively assessed by measuring accuracy data of guided needle insertion tasks. Fritz et al. [13]
described a spatial OST monitor positioned in front of an MRI bore to
navigate needle insertions. Absolute needle placement errors were evaluated in a phantom study. Efforts regarding projector-camera-systems
were mostly made using spatial AR systems directly augmenting the
patient with navigation information. Krempien et al. [27] evaluated

such an approach in a clinical study measuring absolute instrument
insertion accuracy. Mewes et al. [35] described the integration of a spatial projector-camera-system into an MRI bore and Heinrich et al. [19]
evaluated different navigation visualizations for projected needle navigation. Gavaghan et al. [14] developed a handheld projector to spatially
augment the patient with navigation aids and assessed their approach
qualitatively.
While these various navigation systems employing different types
of AR display techniques were evaluated individually for visualizing
instrument guidance information, a comparison between displaying
systems was not conducted before in this domain. However, because
of different displaying properties, user performance and perception
may differ depending on used devices. In the literature, VST and
OST HMDs have been compared for different use cases. Rolland et
al. [42] investigated these systems for medical visualization. They
concluded, that OST devices experienced less real world input latency
and occlusion, leading to better patient safety. However, VST devices
enabled an improved view on the virtual content. Juan et al. [26]
evaluated VST and OST HMDs for animal phobia treatment and argued,
that VST devices induced a greater sense of presence. Ballestin et
al. [2] investigated both display techniques’ effects on the perception
of the user’s peripersonal space. In their experiments, the OST HMD
enabled a better depth perception. A user study evaluating a broader
set of device types was conducted by Hald et al. [17]. They compared
a VST stationary display (i.e. a mounted tablet computer), an OST
HMD, a projector-camera-system and a graphical overlay on a monitor
for the visualization of sub-surface positions. In the experiment, a
pointer tip had to be moved to these positions. The projection-based
system achieved higher user satisfaction scores and required less task
completion time. However, these results are not speciﬁc to applications
in the medical domain.
This work aims at investigating similar effects for the visualization
of AR needle navigation aids. To this end, a conventionally used
monitor-based method is compared with a VST stationary display, an
OST HMD and an spatial AR projector-camera-system. All systems
were used to display the same navigation visualization. Effects of
different registration accuracies were neglected measuring insertion
accuracy using virtual tracking data instead of absolute positions of
the real instrument. Moreover, no absolute targeting accuracy was
measured. Instead, individual angular and depth deviation parameters
were regarded to mitigate effects of unrealistically stiff needles and
plastic phantom deformations. The resulting prototypes are presented
in the supplemented video.
2

M ATERIAL

AND

M ETHODS

A within-subject design user study was conducted to investigate effects
of different display techniques on user performance in navigated needle
insertion tasks. In the following, details and rationales of the experiment
are given.
2.1

Apparatus

All prototypes have been developed using the game engine Unity (Unity
Technologies, USA). Needle positioning data was calculated by a separate base application using optical tracking data (fusionTrack 500,
Atracsys LLC, Switzerland). This data was registered to a common
world coordinate system using ﬁducial markers at a known position.
During the study, needles were inserted into a human torso phantom
ﬁlled with candle gel covered by a paper towel. A digital surface scan
in the world coordinate system was acquired using a photogrammetric
measurement system (ProjectionTools, domeprojections.com GmbH,
Germany). Subsequently rendered navigation visualizations were based
on intersection calculations between this surface and the instrument
tracking data. Needed information was transmitted wirelessly to the
respective output devices.
To guide the needle insertion process, a crosshairs-shaped visualization was adapted. The concept was evaluated best for projector-based
AR by Heinrich et al. [19] and is also used by commercially available
monitor-based navigation systems [40]. Fig. 2 illustrates the navigation
aid. The center of the crosshairs marks the planned insertion site. A

Fig. 2. Navigation visualization. A colored circle (blue border) represents
needle orientation accuracy. Insertion depth is encoded by the radius of
the circular filling. From left to right the orientation gets improved and the
needle is inserted further. The last image shows a needle being inserted
too far.

small circular glyph, representing the needle handle, encodes needle
orientation information. The glyph needs to be aligned at the crosshairs
center for the instrument to be oriented correctly. By inserting the needle, a circular ﬁlling increases in diameter, thus representing insertion
depth. When the ﬁlling completes the crosshairs grid, the needle tip is
as close to the planned target position as possible based on the current
instrument orientation. Angle and depth accuracies were additionally
mapped to the colors of the respective indicators. In contrast to Heinrich et al. [19], these colors were based on a single hue color scale with
varying luminance levels instead of using a trafﬁc light metaphor with
multiple hues, because quantitative ordered data, e.g. accuracy values,
is better encoded by saturation or luminance color channels than by the
hue channel [37]. Discrete colors were assigned to four accuracy levels
deﬁned by the thresholds 15 mm / 4.5°, 3.33 mm / 1° and 1 mm / 0.3°.
2.2 Display Techniques
For this work, three AR display techniques were selected based on
combinations of classiﬁcations by augmentation type [39] and display
device type [38], that are most commonly used in related work. Handheld devices were not included in this experiment, because they are less
comparable to the other device types due to one hand being occupied.
This may restrict movement ergonomics and complicate switching the
instrument between hands.
2.2.1

Video See-Through AR: Stationary Display

In related work, different device types were used for VST AR navigation systems. For this experiment, a stationary display approach
was selected, because VST HMDs were already evaluated as less well
suited in the medical domain compared to OST HMDs [42] and handheld devices were excluded for the study. Similar to the work of
Marien et al. [34], a tablet computer was mounted obliquely above the
phantom with its front facing camera capturing the insertion site (see
Fig. 3). Based on wirelessly received needle positioning information,
the navigation visualization was rendered perspectively correctly at the
respective planned insertion positions, which is shown in Fig. 1a). This
was realized by an initial registration step using the Vuforia AR SDK
(PTC Inc., USA) to track an image marker placed on the phantom. The
marker was attached to a reference frame including ﬁducial markers
tracked by the optical tracking camera, thus enabling the calculation
of needed coordinate transformations. Because of a ﬁxed mounting
position, this step needed to be performed only once at program start.
A transparency effect was applied to the virtual rendering before superimposing the camera view, to facilitate the perception of the real
instrument.
2.2.2

Optical See-Through AR: Head-Mounted Display

Most of the past approaches on developing OST AR navigation systems
concentrated on using HMDs. Therefore, this display technique was
also included in the experiment. Qian et al. [41] compared different
OST HMDs for surgical interventions and concluded, that the mixed
reality glasses Microsoft HoloLens (ﬁrst generation) were best suited
among evaluated devices. Hence, this work’s OST prototype was also
developed for this device. Wirelessly received instrument tracking
data was transformed into the HoloLens’ coordinate system using a
similar approach as for the tablet computer. The Vuforia AR SDK

a currently used method. In this condition, the navigation visualization
was always shown at the center of a nearby positioned monitor (see Fig.
1d and Fig. 3). The used display was part of a commercially available
surgical navigation system (CAS-ONE IR, Cascination AG, Switzerland). Thus, an authentic environment could be simulated. Because the
planned insertion site could not be directly visualized by the crosshairs’
center position using this method, the navigation aid was extended by a
small cross indicating the extended needle tip position on the phantom’s
surface. That cross needed to be aligned at the crosshairs’ center to ﬁnd
the correct insertion position.
2.3 Tasks

Fig. 3. Study apparatus. VST tablet computer, OST HMD, projectorcamera-system and monitor were used to display navigation aids. An
optical tracking camera was used to obtain needle position data and for
phantom registration. Only the projector opposite from the participant
was used (top left image corner).

detected the image marker on the reference frame including ﬁducial
optical tracking markers and calculated its transformation matrix in
the HoloLens’ space. Because of the known relations between both
markers on the reference frame, a transformation between HoloLens
and world coordinate system could then be calculated. The registration
step needed to be performed only once at program start because of the
AR glasses’ self-localization algorithms [45]. Respective navigation
visualizations could then be rendered at the correct positions on the
phantom. The HoloLens’ brightness value was adjusted to amplify the
device-speciﬁc transparency effect of rendered contents, so that the
held needle was not occluded. Fig. 1b) shows a view through the OST
HMD captured by Microsoft’s Mixed Reality Capture software. The
resulting image’s transparency and brightness properties differ from
the view actually perceived by the users.
2.2.3 Spatial AR: Projector-Camera-System
Besides VST and OST AR display techniques, spatial AR projectorcamera-systems have been used, to visualize instrument navigation aids
directly on the patient. Therefore, this type of technique was also investigated in this work’s comparison. A projector (Barco F22 WUXGA,
Barco GmbH, Germany) was mounted obliquely above the phantom’s
position (see left projector in Fig. 3). Its position and orientation was
adjusted to minimize effects of self-shadowing by a user standing on
the opposite side of the phantom. The projection system was calibrated with the same software used to obtain the phantom surface scan,
resulting in intrinsic and extrinsic projector parameters in the world
coordinate system. Using a projection mapping approach, navigation
aids could then be projected directly onto the phantom, as visualized in
Fig. 1 c).
2.2.4 Non-AR: Monitor-Based Navigation System
Finally, a conventional monitor-based navigation approach was implemented to investigate differences between included AR prototypes and

The experiments primary task was the insertion of a tracked needle
instrument into a phantom. For this, visualized insertion position,
angle and depth needed to be adhered as accurately as possible. These
parameters were randomly generated before each trial. Insertion depth
could range from 70 mm to 90 mm and insertion angles were selected
between 65° and 90° at a randomized direction around the insertion
position.
For each insertion, participants also needed to complete a visuospatial secondary task to assess mental workload. It was hypothesized,
that participants would perform worse in this task, if needles were
inserted under more demanding conditions, i.e. that display techniques
would require the binding of less mental resources, if subjects were
able to solve the secondary task more successful. To this end, a mental
rotation task as described by Cooper and Shephard [9] was adopted.
Participants were presented a stimulus in form of a tilted alphanumeric
character, that needed to be mentally rotated to an upright position to
decide whether the character was displayed normally or mirror-reversed.
When identifying normal characters, a button on a hand-held remote
control needed to be pressed as quickly as possible. Stimuli appeared
at a randomized time between 5 s and 15 s after the start of a trial or
after the needle was already inserted further than 10 % of the planned
insertion depth. They were saliently rendered left to the navigation aid
in blue color on a white background. The set of displayed characters
was derived from the work of Weiss et al. [47]. All stimuli were rotated
by 120° in both directions to ensure similar task difﬁculties. Fig. 4
shows the resulting set of characters. The ”4” was used for instructions
only.
2.4 Sample Design
The experiment’s tasks did not require speciﬁc clinical experience.
Users proﬁcient with conventional instrument navigation may even be
biased towards these systems because of prior knowledge. However,
a general medical background may be beneﬁcial to understand the
study’s motivation and instructions and may lead to more profound
participant feedback. Therefore, medical students were recruited for
the user study.
2.5 Variables
The comparative user study was planned as a within-subject design
single factor test. That factor was derived from the independent variable

Fig. 4. Alphanumeric characters and orientations used for secondary
task. Characters were rotated 120° in both directions and mirror-reversed
vertically.

display technique and consisted of four levels deﬁned by the implemented navigation prototypes.
User performance of the primary task was measured by three dependent variables. First, the task completion time was ascertained. An
examiner started and stopped time measurements, after participants
signalized their readiness to begin and to have ﬁnished the insertion
tasks respectively. Insertion accuracy was measured in two separate
dimensions: depth deviation and angular deviation. Errors were analyzed independently to more speciﬁcally investigate effects of different
display techniques on user performance. Depth deviation described
how well participants followed the navigation visualizations insertion
depth indicator. The variable was measured by calculating the absolute
value of the difference between the optimal and current needle insertion
depths. Values were recorded at the same time as time measurements
stopped. Angular deviation measured how accurately participants adhered to the visualized insertion angle during each trial. Every 1 mm
that the needle was inserted, the angle between the instrument main
axis and the line connecting the actual insertion point and the target
point was recorded. At the end of a trial, these data points were averaged. Values sampled at the ﬁrst 5 % of the planned insertion depth
were excluded from this calculation to avoid effects of large instrument
movement during the initial ﬁnding of the correct insertion angle. All
accuracy related calculations were based on tracking data only to reduce bias caused by prototype-dependent registration accuracy. For the
same reason, deviations between planned and actual insertion positions
were not investigated.
For the secondary task, a reaction time was measured, that was considered the time span between the appearance of the mental rotation
stimulus and the time of the user-performed button press on the remote control. Consciously, only reaction times of trials with characters
identiﬁed as normal (i.e. not mirror-reversed) were recorded, because
reaction times reportedly differ between normal and mirror-reversed
stimuli [9]. Additionally, in accordance with the literature, only correct responses were used for subsequent analyses [47]. Finally, false
answers were accumulated to an error count.
2.6

Procedure

At the beginning of the experiment, participants’ demographic data
were recorded and they were instructed regarding the primary needle
insertion task, the secondary mental rotation task and the study apparatus. Following, the ﬁrst display technique was randomly selected and
a training phase was commenced. There, detailed explanations about
the active display approach were given (e.g. where the alphanumeric
character will appear) and navigated needle insertions could be tested
until participants felt conﬁdent to proceed. Then, three consecutive
needle insertions were performed during which needed data was collected. Each insertion was accompanied with a mental rotation task.
A randomized number between one and three of these tasks presented
a normal (i.e. not mirror-reversed) character. Each distinct stimulus
was shown no more than once. Individual trials were repeated, if the
planned insertion position was missed by more than 15 mm because
the extended insertion depth would otherwise no longer be comparable.
A new character was randomly selected for repeated trials. After completing three proper needle insertions, the same procedure was repeated
for the remaining three display techniques in randomized order. Only
needed hardware was present during each trial (e.g. the tablet PC was
removed if not in use). The experiment was concluded with a semistructured interview to obtain subjective user feedback. The inquiry
included the following questions:
• Do you have any general comments or questions about the study, the
task, or the navigation aid?
• Do you have general comments or questions about the display devices?
• Were there one or more display devices that you liked or disliked for
this task?
• Did you notice anything positive or negative when you performed
the task with the monitor?
• Did you notice anything positive or negative when you performed
the task with the tablet?

• Did you notice anything positive or negative when you performed
the task with the AR glasses?
• Did you notice anything positive or negative when you performed
the task with the projector?
• Do you have any other questions or comments?
Questions related to speciﬁc devices were asked in the order in which
the display techniques were evaluated. When appropriate, responses
were followed up by speciﬁc inquiries.
3 R ESULTS
This section presents the data and results of the conducted user study.
3.1 Participants
Twenty-one medical students (13 female) were recruited for the user
study. Participants were 20 to 35 years old (median: 25 years) and had
one to seven years of university experience (median: 5 years). None of
the subjects reported any degree of color vision deﬁciency.
3.2 Data Preparation
After completing the study, mean values of dependent variable data
were calculated with respect to separate display techniques for each
participant individually, to counterbalance effects of repeated measures.
Regarding the reaction time variable, only correct answers of normal
stimuli were considered. This resulted in missing reaction time data for
one experimental condition of three participants. Measured values of
these participants were excluded from subsequent analyses regarding
this variable because of elsewise incomplete data rows.
3.3 Statistical Analyses
This works null hypothesis were, that on average, there is no difference
between investigated display techniques regarding: task completion
time (H10 ), depth deviation (H20 ), angular deviation (H30 ), reaction
time (H40 ) and error count (H50 ). Statistical tests were set up to establish the two-sided alternative hypotheses, that on average, the selection
of display techniques has different effects on respective dependent
variables (H1a - H5a ).
Except for the error count, one-way within-subjects ANOVAs were
conducted on the resulting data to investigate effects of the display techniques factor. A χ 2 goodness of ﬁt test was applied to the accumulated
error count variable. Results of the statistical analyses are summarized
in Table 1. Fig. 5 visualizes identiﬁed effects.
3.4 Interpretation of Results
Statistically signiﬁcant effects were found regarding task completion
time and angular deviation. Both variables indicate a similar ranking
between the display techniques. Thus, H10 and H30 are rejected in
favor of H1a and H3a , respectively. Using the projector-based AR
approach required less task completion time and enabled the insertion
of needles at more consistently good angles along the access path. The
OST HMD method ranked second best for both variables. The monitorbased baseline condition shows the highest angular deviation. Using
the VST stationary display resulted in similar high needle orientation
errors and required the most amount of task completion time.
No statistically signiﬁcant effects could be shown for the other variables. Therefore, H20 , H40 and H50 could not be rejected. However,
trends in the descriptive data suggest beneﬁts of the projector-based
approach regarding depth deviation. Especially the VST AR condition shows a high amount of variance which may have inﬂuenced the
respective ANOVA’s results. For the secondary task, similar reaction
times were achieved for all display techniques except for the OST
HMD, for which users needed more time. The highest amount of errors
were made in the baseline condition. This may indicate higher mental
demand for these two experimental conditions. However, too few data
was collected to draw reliable conclusions on these variables.
Potential explanations to the aforementioned observations may be
found in the post-hoc interview results summarized in Table 2. Similar responses were clustered and only statements with at least two
mentions are reported. In addition to these results, most participants
reported to have liked the projector-camera-system best for the needle

Table 1. Summary of the ANOVAs’ results (α < .05) and χ 2 goodness of fit test results on error count.

Variable
Task completion time
Depth deviation
Angular deviation
Reaction time
Error count

F
13.86
0.43
3.29
0.37
-

χ2
2

p
<0.001
0.732
0.027
0.772
0.572

Sig
*
*

η2
0.068
0.012
0.075
0.016
-

b)

Effect
Medium
Small
Medium
Small
-

20

10

0

6

Angular Deviation [°]

30

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00
VST AR
Tablet

OST AR
HMD

Spatial AR
Projection

Non-AR
Monitor

d)

Figure
Figure 5a
Figure 5b
Figure 5c
Figure 5d
Figure 5e

c)
1.00

Depth Deviation [mm]

Task Completion Time [s]

a)

df
3
3
3
3
3

4

2

0
VST AR
Tablet

OST AR Spatial AR Non-AR
HMD
Projection Monitor

VST AR
Tablet

OST AR
HMD

Spatial AR
Projection

Non-AR
Monitor

e)
10

Error Count [#]

Reaction Time [s]

4
3
2
1

8
6
4
2

0

0
VST AR
Tablet

OST AR
HMD

Spatial AR
Projection

Non-AR
Monitor

VST AR
Tablet

OST AR
HMD

Spatial AR
Projection

Non-AR
Monitor

Fig. 5. Effects of display techniques on: a) task completion time, b) depth deviation, c) angular deviation, d) reaction time, and e) error count. Error
bars represent standard error. Statistical significance is represented by black bar outlines. (VST - Video see-through, OST - Optical see-through)

insertion task. Some subjects rated the OST HMD similar high. Only
a few users preferenced the monitor-based approach, which was also
emphasized as negative by a signiﬁcant amount of participants. The
VST stationary display method was rather disliked by most participants.
These subjective rankings are consistent with the objective data and
can also be explained by the interview results.
Participants were pleased with the directly augmented view on the
insertion site provided by the projector-camera-system and the OST
HMD, which, at least for the projector-based AR approach, resulted in
the facilitation of hand-eye-coordination. This may have also affected
user performance in these conditions. For the monitor-based method,
the spatial separation of navigation information and the actual injection
site was experienced as demanding. Expressed difﬁculties in correctly
placing the needle and in hand-eye-coordination further indicate this
impression and may explain higher task completion times and greater
angular deviations. The stationary VST display has restricted the users’
scope of mobility, which resulted in rare occasions of participants
switching between hands to hold the instrument and may have thus
contributed to the methods extended task completion time. Additionally,
the users’ perspective was not in accordance with the camera stream
displayed on the tablet. Depth perception was also complicated due
to the reduction of the otherwise perceived three-dimensional world
on a two-dimensional screen. Thus, a directly augmented view on the
insertion site, like achieved with the OST HMD or the projector-camerasystem, may not have been accomplished for this display technique

resulting in comparably worse results.
4

D ISCUSSION

The subjective participant feedback revealed aspects of the study design,
that may have inﬂuenced the experiment’s outcomes. The spatially
ﬁxed position of the tablet computer partially restricted participant
performance in the VST AR condition. This may have been avoided
by allowing position adjustments during trials, which was ultimately
decided against because of additionally induced workload being only
present during this method. Moreover, the rationale for a constant
display position was to create comparable experimental conditions
between participants, which may have been compromised by different
tablet computer postures.
The OST HMD approach was affected by the goggles’s small ﬁeld
of view and contrast capabilities. The device selection was based on
hardware used in related work and a user study comparing different OST
HMDs [41]. However, different devices, e.g. the second generation
of the Microsoft HoloLens, may have had provided better technical
capabilities. Future work should, thus, investigate effects of different
OST HMDs on guided needle insertion. Moreover, focal problems of
the OST-HMD in use were reported in related work [20]. The issue
is inherent to the HoloLens being designed for virtual content to be
placed at 2 m distance. Closer objects are perceived in wrong focal
plane which may cause perceptual issues. However, no participant
reported any problems regarding this topic in our experiment. Yet, the

Table 2. Summary of post-hoc interview results.

General
Comments
VST AR:
Tablet

Advantages
• Navigation aids were generally useful
• Good color contrast and visualization sharpness
• The video feed was useful

OST AR:
HMD

• Combined view on AR visualization and phantom was
useful
• Good image quality
• Wearing the HMD was not disturbing

Spatial AR:
Projector

• Combined view on AR visualization and phantom was
useful
• High conﬁdence in performance
• AR Visualization facilitated hand-eye-coordination
• No hardware obstructed needle insertion process
• Good color contrast and visualization sharpness
• Looking at the monitor only did not inﬂuence performance

Non-AR:
Monitor

issue may have been present and have, thus, unknowingly inﬂuenced
the participants’ performance outcomes.
Participants also reported problems of the shadow of their hand
occluding the navigation visualization when using the projector-camerasystem. This problem is commonly associated with these systems and
could be mitigated by including additional projectors. However, such
multi-projector-systems need to be carefully calibrated to avoid artifacts
caused by unaligned projections. Additionally, surface deformations
caused by inserted needles would amplify this problem and have a
greater image distortion effect. Therefore, only one projector was
used in this study. Besides, it is believed, that partial visualization
occlusions only had a marginal effect on user performance, that could
be quickly resolved by repositioning the hand. Nonetheless, potential
issues in future research could be mitigated by considering shadowless
projection systems as presented by Hiratani et al. [23], that require only
one projector.
For both the OST HMD and the projector-camera-system impaired
color perception was reported. The same color scale was employed for
each device. However, different color reproduction was not regarded
for the study. Because colors were used to indicate accuracy levels,
this may have affected the results. Hence, more research is needed
to identify suitable device-speciﬁc color scales. Moreover, effects of
color correction algorithms could be explored. In the literature, such
approaches were discussed for OST HMDs [25, 29] and projection
systems [16, 24].
Furthermore, each implemented display technique exhibited different registration accuracy. This may have also inﬂuenced study outcomes. The effect was presumably greatest on needle positioning
accuracy, which was not measured in this study. Yet, deviations from
the planned insertion position prolonged the overall distance to the virtual target and, therefore, the insertion depth. This may have inﬂuenced
task completion time data. However, this potential effect is believed to
be marginal because of trial repetitions in case of too large positioning
deviation.
Positioning deviations may also be inﬂuenced by device-related
causes other than registration accuracy. For instance, participants reported problems ﬁnding the correct insertion position using the VST
AR approach because of complicated depth perception. Similar effects
would be worth of being investigated to determine which display technique is the most suitable to indicate the planned insertion site. Yet,
such an analysis would require comparable registration results, which
should be accomplished in future research.

Disadvantages
• Secondary task was difﬁcult
• Using the optical tracking system was distracting
• Hand was obscuring the insertion site on the video
• Fixed tablet position was restricting user performance
and view on the phantom
• Users’ perspective not in accordance with the tablet
• Noticeable latency
• AR visualization was obscuring the needle tip
• Depth perception was difﬁcult
• Sharpness of AR content was too low
• Color contrasts were difﬁcult to perceive
• Needed head position was exhausting
• The HMD’s ﬁeld of view was too small
• AR visualization was obscuring the needle tip
• Projections were distorted due to surface deformations
• Worse color contrast and visualization sharpness
• Shadow of hand was occluding the projection
• Hand-eye-coordination was difﬁcult
• Placing the needle at the insertion site was difﬁcult
• Spatial separation of navigation aid and insertion site
was demanding

Likewise, a future analysis of absolute targeting accuracy may yield
important research ﬁndings. In this work, this accuracy measure was
rejected in favor of separate angular and depth deviation parameters,
because of the following rationale: Participants were instructed to maintain a stable and correct insertion angle during each needle insertion.
Nonetheless, the implemented study apparatus, i.e. needle and phantom,
allowed for only partially restricted angular adjustments throughout the
task. This resulted in the possibility to reach the target position even
if the angle was wrong for most of the time, by just applying more
force and rotating the needle around the handle position rather than
the surface intersection site, thus, shifting the needle away from the
insertion site and partially destroying the candle gel of the phantom.
Such corrections would not be possible in real interventions, where
ﬂexible needles would just bend or surgical targets would be pushed
aside. Therefore, the insertion angle over time and the set insertion
depth seemed to be more expressive measures to assess user errors
for our study. Using such ﬂexible needles and more realistic targets,
future research may obtain expressive absolute targeting accuracy results. Resulting complicated needle tip tracking could be solved by
implementing similar sensors as described by Lin et al. [31].
Hald et al. [17] conducted a similar experiment, in which a comparable set of display devices have been compared in a general sub-surface
pointing task. Compared to this work’s experiment, only low-depth insertions were required and targets were displayed as red circles. Hence,
no navigation visualization was used. Yet, Hald et al. [17] could report similar results in terms of the projector-based method achieving
best task completion time results and being the subjectively preferred
method. This indicates that our ﬁndings are in accordance with the
literature, and may, to some extent, be transferred to other pointing
task-related research areas outside of the medical domain. However,
this would require extended research.
No signiﬁcant results could be shown regarding the secondary task.
Participants generally commented on this task to be difﬁcult. This may
indicate, that it was, unlike intended, not completed while simultaneously inserting the needle. Instead, participants may have interrupted
the primary task in favor of observing the mental rotation stimulus,
thus resulting in similar reaction times and error rates. The selected
character rotation angle may have also been too difﬁcult resulting in
more attention needed. Likewise, the timing of stimulus appearance
was chosen, so that participants would have to perform the secondary
task during the process of ﬁnding the insertion position and angle. This
sub-task was believed to be the most mentally demanding. Presenting

the characters at later times may have yielded different results. Moreover, more expressive results could have been obtained by an increased
number of repetitions. Therefore, future research should investigate
different means of assessing mental workload during guided needle
insertions.
Table 2 conveys informative insights into subjective participant feedback. We decided against using standardized, quantitative questionnaires, like the system usability scale [6], in favor of conducting a
semi-structured interview. We chose this method because we wanted
to investigate the speciﬁc issues that participants experienced with the
different methods, rather than condensing the perceived usability into
a number. According to Faulkner [12], 15 participants are enough to
reproducibly identify most ﬂaws in a user interface. Speciﬁc wordings
for clusters and labels might differ, if the analysis was conducted by a
different team, but we believe that the general ﬁndings from this activity
are reproducible and expressive and, thus, are a meaningful scientiﬁc
contribution to this work.
A two-dimensional navigation aid was selected to visualize planned
insertion data. Related work also implemented different techniques,
which may have resulted in varying outcomes. For example, threedimensional access paths have been displayed, on which the needles
needed to be aligned [15, 20]. Especially devices with stereoscopic
displaying capabilities (e.g. the used OST HMD or stereoscopic projectors) may beneﬁt more from these navigation concepts than from
the implemented one. However, three-dimensional visualizations may
not be suitable for monoscopic displays (e.g. the tablet computer or the
projector-camera-system), which is why a ﬂat concept was selected for
this study.
Handheld devices were excluded for this work due to the additional
occupation of one hand being considered too restricting compared to the
investigated display techniques. Yet, such an approach may have been
advantageous compared to the stationary VST implementation because
of freely adjustable display positions. Hecht et al. [18] presented a
smartphone-based handheld navigation solution and revealed favorable
results of their technique compared to a standard CT-guided method.
Future studies may thus beneﬁt from examining similar approaches.
Herrlich et al. investigated different alternatives to the conventional
monitor-based approach. One approach mounted a small display directly on the instrument and was used to display a similar navigation
aid as implemented in this work [22]. Another work used a ﬂexible
thin display that could be attached to the patient’s body [21]. Both
methods were shown to improve task load and usability compared to a
standard monitor-based approach. Although these techniques may not
be considered as augmented reality, they describe navigation solutions
of interest worth analyzing in future comparisons.
Additionally, only visual displays were considered in this work.
However, related work also described the implementation of auditory
displays to support medical needle insertions [3, 4]. As these could also
be considered AR display techniques, future work may also beneﬁt
from investigating differences between such methods and implemented
approaches.
5

C ONCLUSION

This work attempted to close a gap in the research domain of AR supported medical needle placement, by investigating the performance of
different AR display techniques and a clinically used monitor-based
approach in a simulated needle insertion task for the ﬁrst time. Navigation visualizations were implemented on a VST stationary display, an
OST HMD and a spatial AR projector-camera-system. Performance
was determined by task completion time, insertion accuracy, mental
demand and subjective feedback.
Results of the user study indicate advantages of directly augmenting the view on the insertion site with navigation aids in contrast to
requiring the intermediate view on screens. Especially the projectorbased AR approach yielded the least amount of task completion time
and angular deviation. According to subjective feedback, hand-eyecoordination would especially beneﬁt from employing suitable AR
displays. Monoscopic VST displays are not recommended because of
induced depth perception problems.

In conclusion, advantages of projector-based and OST HMD AR navigation systems compared to monitor-based methods could be shown
and related open research questions were determined. Results contribute to the development and design of improved needle navigation
systems. Future work should focus on improving favored investigated
methods regarding issues identiﬁed in this study.
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